
Perfect-It™ 3000  
Ultrafina Foam Polishing Pad 

05733/60-4300-5020-7 
(1 pad, 8 in/20.3 cm) 

 
 
Recommended for use with 3M™ Perfect-It™ 3000 Ultrafina SE to remove the fine 
swirls left after machine polishing and leave a swirl-free finish, even on black cars. 
 
To Install: 

1. Place backup pad into self-centering inset of polishing pad. 
2. Press firmly and twist to insure good adhesion to the backup pad. 

 
NOTE: Use caution around trim or moldings to avoid snagging or tearing the pad.   
 
Directions for Use:   
Buff using an air or electric buffer, 1400 to 2000 RPM, equipped with a 3M™ Hookit™ 
SBS™ Backup Pad, PN 05717, or a 3M™ Perfect-It™ Backup Pad, PN 05718. 
1. Thoroughly clean the area using an air blower with a soft damp cloth to remove any 
residue that may cause swirls. 
2.  Apply a stripe of 3M™ Perfect-it™ 3000 Ultrafina SE to the paint surface.  With the 
buffer tipped slightly, and turning slowly, move the polishing pad across the stripe, 
drawing the polish under the pad in an area about 1 1/2 inches in from the outside edge.  
Using this technique puts the polish in the area of the pad where it works best. 
3. Hold the buffing pad flat to nearly flat while buffing.  Buff small areas, about 2 by 2 
feet, for 3 to 4 series of overlapping passes with the buffer.  Use light to medium pressure 
with the first pass.  Reduce pressure slowly and finish with very light pressure on the last 
pass. 
 

  
 
4. Remove filmy residue from the paint surface using a 3M™ Perfect-it™ Detailing 
Cloth. 

 
Care and Cleaning Instructions:  
Store pad in a plastic bag between uses to prevent contamination that may result in 
less-than-perfect finish.  If pad becomes loaded, rinse in warm (up to 115º F) water 
under a faucet.  Squeeze out excess water and place face up in a clean place to dry.  
Return dried pad to plastic bag. 
DO NOT wring water from pad. Wringing pad will cause pad distortion and uneven 
balance.  Do not use soap or cleaning solvents.  Do not machine wash or dry.  Do not 
clean pads with a wool pad spur or other sharp objects. 
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